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HENP SIG
perfSONAR Workshop

- First Workshop on the perfSONAR Network Measurement Infrastructure
  - Bring together researchers, applications developers, network operators, network managers, and others with an interest in network research and network performance monitoring and measurement.
- July 7th, 8th, 9th 2010 – Arlington VA (Crystal Gateway Marriott)
- Sponsored By:
  - Networking and Information Technology Research and Development Program
    Large Scale Networking (LSN) Coordinating Group
  - National Science Foundation
    Directorate for Computer and Information Science and Engineering
  - Department of Energy - Office of Science
    Advanced Scientific Computing Research
- Submission Deadline: April 30th 2010
- http://www.internet2.edu/workshops/perfSONAR/
Updated Web Presence:

-  [http://www.internet2.edu/henp/](http://www.internet2.edu/henp/)
-  Send comments/additions to Jason (zurawski@internet2.edu)

There is nothing formal planned. Suggested topics from the mailing list:

-  Computing model and network requirements (Harvey)
  -  process to get them in shape and agreed to by all
-  Tier-2/Tier-3 Operations and Infrastructure (All)
-  Tier-3 Planning and Preparation (All)
-  Using Lustre FS to share data between Tier-2s and Tier-3s (Paul A)
-  SC09 experiences (Artur/Paul S)
-  DyNES (Eric/Paul S)
-  DICE (Artur/Eric)
-  Increasing Tier-2 throughput (Michael Thomas)
-  Using Hadoop in CMS
-  FDT/Hadoop
-  USLHCNet Planning
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For more information, visit http://www.internet2.edu/henp